
Abstract 
 

The dissertation is a case study, using the strategy dimension 

and dynamic strategic analysis as the theoretical framework, 

introduced in Professor Wu Se-Hwa’s “The Nature of the Strategy”, 

to in-depth explore the business strategy of the Business Unit 

(thereafter “BU”) in the case, as well as to analyze how the BU 

proactively meets the environmental change by adopting the 

appropriate dynamic strategies to continue the long-term 

competitive advantages in the severe business environment. The 

results aim to be other multi-national company BU’s reference. 

 

Established since 1994, the BU met two big organizational 

shifts in 1998 and 2005 respectively. The research is based on the 

two strategic inflection points. 

 

The findings of this research include the following points: 

 

The BU’s strategic scope changes are as below: 

 

From the operations perspective, the BU has shifted the 

product development from uni/bi-color caption machines to the 

large screen color LED panels, changeable message system 

panels for transportations as well as smart traffic light systems 

respectively, which enable the annual revenue to grow 

incrementally. 

 

From the core resources perspective, the BU has accumulated 
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the materials such as contracts, large engineering control programs, 

proposals and system/software talents pool, as well as the 

capabilities such as the reliability testing, intelligences, engineering 

security, business practices and committee operations. 

 

From the business networks perspective, the BU has built the 

strong network by incorporating and cooperating with the overseas 

branches of Panasonic Group, system services, system sales, 

engineering consulting firms, architects and electronic engineers. 

 

The BU’s strategic scope implementations are as below: 

 

The BU has steadily progressed by using the core resources as 

the driving forces for business operations. The core resources 

consist of corporate cultures, R&D strengths, complete business 

operations procedures, continued self-organization learning and 

resource integration. The BU also has built up the internal 

competence and strategically explored the new markets, such as 

exports and traffic lights market segments, to establish the 

competitive business network. In addition, the core resources also 

facilitate the success of large public engineering tender bids, which 

also enhances the BU’s business scope. 

 

The BU’s strategic dynamic shifts in the respective arenas are as 

below: 

 

The BU can cultivate its capability by putting efforts in the arena 

of “value/efficiency”, where the key advantages demonstrate in 

product quality and brand image. Combining “structure” with core 
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“capability”, the BU can represent its competence, which the key 

advantages are generated from professionalism, commercialization, 

corporate cultures and operation performance. The BU’s 

“competence” can facilitate to establish and reinforce the business 

system and performance, demonstrating in the enterprise group’s 

organizational integration, engineering control capability and 

financial operations. The enterprise operation is the process cycle 

of building the core competence while reinforcing the business 

system and performance. 

 

To sum up, the multi-national companies can refer to the following 

suggestions when developing the business: 

 

1. Given the market outlook cycle and the domestic market 

consumption limitation, the LED display BU needs to 

aggressively explore the overseas markets to extend its 

operation scope for the long-term business operations. 

 

2. Though the BU aims at the customized market, it can try to 

develop the volume products gradually to solve the unstable 

order problem. 

 

3. Manufacture the volume and module products in China to 

benefit the cost reduction and increase the competitive 

advantages. 

 

4. Recruit the marketing and operations talents (elites) possessing 

“spec in” bidding know-how, understanding of government 

tender bid policy and professional skills. 
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5. Always conduct the risk management, such as orders, appraisal, 

engineering security and technologies. 
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